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What is meant by a nondocument? Is a nondocument simply the opposite of a document? What does a nondocument look like? What are the characteristics or properties of a nondocument? What makes something a nondocument? What could be a nondocument? What could not be a nondocument?

Is a nondocument a document? Is a nondocument not a document? Is a nondocument a kind or version of a document? Is a nondocument something that was once or originally a document? Or is a nondocument something else entirely?

Can a document become a nondocument or vice versa? What makes or could make a document a nondocument? Can a document be a nondocument and still be a document? Can a nondocument be a document? Can a document be a nondocument, or vice versa, in different contexts? Or is a nondocument a documentary hybrid of something that is considered a document and something that is considered not a document?

Is a nondocument material? Is a nondocument immaterial? Is a nondocument something tactile that can be touched or is it something ephemeral that cannot be touched?


Is a nondocument intended to be a nondocument? Or perhaps a nondocument is intended to be a document but somehow becomes considered, treated, or perceived as a nondocument? Or maybe a nondocument is not intended to be either a document or something that is not a document?

Is a nondocument informing? Is a nondocument informative? Does a nondocument present or make possible information? Can or does a nondocument furnish or provide evidence? Perhaps a document could become a nondocument if its evidentiary value is somehow negated? Or maybe a nondocument could become a document if it is discovered or perceived to have evidentiary value? Or possibly a nondocument is a nondocument its evidentiary value, or lack thereof, notwithstanding?

Is a nondocument processed as a nondocument? Or is a document processed as a nondocument? Or maybe if the processing goes wrong for whatever reason, that
something becomes a nondocument? Or does a nondocument require any processing at all?

Is a nondocument perceived as a nondocument? Does there need to be a phenomenological position for something to be perceived as a nondocument? Can a document be perceived as a document in one instance and as a nondocument in another? Or could a document be perceived as a document and nondocument simultaneously?

If something is perceived to be a nondocument then presumably it is a nondocument? Perhaps it could be perceived as a hybrid between something that is perceived as a document and something that is perceived as not a document? Or if something is perceived to be a nondocument then presumably it could be considered something that might otherwise be perceived as a document but that its particular properties and practices are somehow ignored, violated, or negated thereby making it a nondocument? In other words, it may be perceived as a document but when its properties or practices are somehow vitiated it is rendered as something less than a document – a subdocument? – something that is not quite a document but not quite not a document: a nondocument?

Does a nondocument require certain kinds of practices with it that position it as or make it a nondocument? Are there particular practices unique to a nondocument? Are there certain kinds of practices that can make or turn a document into a nondocument and vice versa? Or are there certain kinds of practices that can make something both a document and nondocument simultaneously? Or if a document requires certain kinds of practices that are neglected somehow, could that dereliction of practice make it a nondocument? Or if a nondocument requires certain kinds of practices that are neglected somehow, could that dereliction of practice strip it of its status or undermine its perception as a nondocument? Or could that dereliction of practice possibly make it or turn it into a document? document?

What is a nondocument experience? Can a nondocument be experienced? If so, what is or could such an experience be or consist of? Who, what, when, where, and how can or is a nondocument experienced?

Is a nondocument authoritative? Could a nondocument be authoritative, have authority, or be perceived as having authority? If a document has or needs authority for its status as a document, if that authority is lost or undermined, does it become a nondocument? Or perhaps if a document was meant to be authoritative, but for whatever reason is not, it is or becomes a nondocument?
Is a nondocument authentic? Can a nondocument be perceived as authentic? Or maybe a nondocument is an inauthentic document? Is a nondocument trustworthy? Perhaps a nondocument is a document that somehow lost its trustworthiness? Is a nondocument reliable, unreliable, or both? Is a nondocument legitimate, illegitimate, or both?

Is a definition of and for a nondocument necessary? If so, should the definition be specific or general, rigid or flexible, or open or closed to interpretation? Or perhaps there could be different kinds of definitions for different contexts or instances of a nondocument? Or maybe there can be no satisfactory or useful definition of a nondocument? Maybe such a definition is not possible?

What are the limits to a nondocument? Are there limits to a nondocument, or perhaps there are no limits?

So then, what is a nondocument?